Capriccio espagnol, Opus 34 – 2nd movement (Rimsky-Korsakov)
Horn in F

Andante con moto  \( \text{\textit{d} } = 84-88 \)

Children's March, “Over the Hills and Far Away” (Grainger)

\( \text{\textit{d} } = 126-132 \)
Promenade from *Pictures at an Exhibition* (Mussorgsky/Odom)

Horn in F

Moderato commodo assai, con delicatezza  \( \left( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{b}} = 72-80 \right) \)

Horn 2 in F

*Tempo di Menuetto.* (No tempo given)

Symphony No. 8 - Mvt. III (Beethoven)
Theme and Variations, Opus 43a, Variation VI (Schoenberg)

Horn 1 in F

VAR. VI

ALLEGRO $j = 84$

\[\text{Horn 1 in F}\]